
IS THIS ME OR IS IT
TRAUMA?

WHAT IS
TRAUMA?

HOW DOES IT
SHOW UP IN
YOUR LIFE?

WHAT TO DO
ABOUT IT



Trauma is a big word, but I’m here to help de-stigmatize it. 

 

You can have a beautiful life, you can be a successful person, you can

be loving and loveable and good… and you can still have trauma stuck

in your body.

 

Trauma shows up in our body and lives in a myriad of ways. The best

way to identify them is when our body speeds allllll the way up and we

feel overwhelmed and anxious AKA HYPER responses…. Or when our

body slows alllll the way down and all we want to do is sleep and hide

AKA HYPO responses.

 

And yet, we have a business, we have a life… and we have a deep

desire to actual enjoy most of it. So… what can we do?

 

Have a look at the checklist below and see if you experience any of the

following symptoms in your life + business. 

 

Sometimes, we think of these symptoms as just “who we are”, or like a

faulty personality trait. But in reality, these symptoms are simply that-

symptoms. 

 

And with time and care, we can totally transform them into life-giving,

enriching, regenerative responses that move us towards greater

health and wellness in our body, minds and soul.

WELCOME.
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Exhaustion

Overwhelm

Lack of energy

Bad short-term memory

Staying up nights making lists in your

head

Taking on the emotions of others

Needing to "save" others

“Playing nice”

Adopting your own actions to meet the

needs of others

Having a hard time taking care of your

basic needs

Doubting in your abilities

Feeling like life is a rollercoaster 

Overreacting

Overworking

Constantly on the lookout for danger

Perfectionism

Procrastination

Questioning your capacity

Consistently sick

Loss of motivation

Inability to goal-set

Numbness to life’s beauty or pain

Hiding or flying under the radar

Stiffness and heaviness in your body

Voicelessness

Loss of sexual desire

Hiding “less appealing” parts of yourself

Overly accommodating to others

Difficult expressing a preference

Doing ALL THE THINGS

Conflict avoidant

Seeking approval

Hiring "mean" mentors

Lacking in structure or skipping out on

responsibilities

HOW MIGHT TRAUMA
SHOW UP IN OUR LIVES?
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First, let’s take a breath. 
 

Now, let’s talk possibilities. 

 

People who are experiencing trauma are experiencing a violation (emotional,

physical, energetic) from the past that gets stuck in their body (nervous system

and soul) far after the initial violation has ended and therefore, it influences their

behaviour, self-perception, mental, physical and emotional health and narrative

(Rachael Maddox, 2019). 

 

It’s an embodied violation hangover.

 

Trauma has little to do with the offending act, but rather how it “sits” in your body-

and it can sit there for days, weeks, months, years… lifetimes. We know that

trauma is passed through our ancestral lines.

 

And the affects of trauma can be big! Or they can be more nuanced. 

 

They can trick us into thinking we should remain small, that we’re “just like that”

and teach disallow us from living our most aligned, attuned life.

 

Trauma is a wellness thief. Its partners are fear, guilt and shame. And, one of the

hardest parts of experiencing trauma is that in hindsight, we can experience shame

around our actions because they can appear to be so irrational.

 

 

OKAY, I MIGHT HAVE
TRAUMA… NOW WHAT?
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Enter the shame spiral. 
 

Then maybe the urge to Just. Push. Through. Followed by yet another crash. Oof. 

 

But it doesn’t have to be this way! 

 

What’s important is that healing trauma is available to anyone-- our

neuroplasticity allows up to uncouple and rewire our nervous systems. And no

matter the circumstances through which they arrived in the body, “big T” and

“small t” trauma both deserve our love and care.

 

So, what can you do?

 

First, we can understand a bit more about how trauma occurs in the body so we

can stop taking these cycles SO PERSONALLY. For me, placing myself on a map

helped soothe the feeling of hopelessness I was experiencing in my life around my

own cycles of fast and sloooow.
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“I know that I’m great at my soul-calling, but
when I go to share my work or make a sale, I
completely lose control of my actions and
feel totally overwhelmed and just crash- I
distract myself, I hide under the blankets,
and I busy myself doing other things in my
business that I know aren’t actually moving
me forward. One day turns into DAYS. And
I’m tired of all the broken promises.”



I believe we are all born with the inherent capacity to heal ourselves physically,
mentally, emotionally and spiritually. In fact, I believe that at birth we are born
with a beautiful Blueprint of health, and over time, we pick up different thoughts
and behaviors (patterns, if you will) to manage in this human world. 
 
And these patterns can start to gunk up our whole system. 
 
It’s inevitable, and I would even venture to say: exactly what being a human is. But
the Blueprint lies within, and it’s the window through which we can actually
activate our powerful capacity to heal. 
 
We can come into greater coherence with this Blueprint of health and as we do,
everything changes.
 
I believe in the Blueprint, and what’s more-- I believe in Your Blueprint and your
unique capacity to attune to it by bringing greater presence and compassionate
tending into your life.
 
I hold this possibility for a living. I believe deeply in this work. And I’m here to
introduce you to the most life-changing tools I’ve got.
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ON HEALING
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THE BLUEPRINT
So much of who we think we are is fluid- identity, values, beliefs, actions,
capacities. Often times, without intentional action, our identity can become
stagnant in some areas while it blooms in others. We can use Reiki to update these
aspects of our identity and sense of possibility by changing the electromagnetic
field of the body.
 
The Blueprint represents the stable, solid, natural way of being. It exists as a
possibility within each of us-- are we striving for 100% Blueprint living? Is it
possible to even be this way in the world we live in? Blueprints can be diminished
or impacted by imprints. Imprints come from all number of experiences- here in
this lifetime, and inherited from our lineages. 
 
Our trauma lives in our cells and is enacted upon the world in different ways. 
 
So, we’ve got the opportunity to heal ourselves by accessing this Blueprint, and we
can do that through any number of ways.

NEXT STEPS
Talk to a professional and seek their help (hi! We can chat!). The greatest wound of
trauma is isolation- we hide from others and we hide from ourselves. And so, the
miracle that cures has to match it’s magnitude.You are capable of so much (I know
this to be true!) but our biggest work must be done in community with other
humans. You + me. You and your therapist. You and another coach.
 
Start getting aware of what happens in your body when you contract. When
perfectionism slips in, take a moment and feeeel into your body. What’s happening
in there? Can you be present to it? Or is the inclination to run away? Push through?
Take a note of it, get curious with yourself. By building awareness and presence to
your patterns, they start to change.
 
Seek out modalities that FEEL GOOD. Pleasure is the highway to healing, truly.
And it’s not all about self-pleasure in the sexual realms! It starts with feeling into
what you need and want, and giving it to yourself. Simple. Make space for feeling
good, find practitioners and practices that feel good and commit to showing up.
The benefits from a 20 minute practice are cumulative in your life and business.
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IT'S SIMPLE.
The path to greater wellness is inherently within you- we simply must make space
to HEAR IT. 
 
And it's that simple, really. But it isn't easy.
 
And sometimes, we need to experience our pain in safe containers.
 
If you're interested in exploring what that might look like for us, I'd be honoured to
connect with you, get to know you, and point you in a direction that will feel really
good... even if it's not together.
 
To book a complimentary session, click here or go to http://bit.ly/chatwjo

WHO IS JO?
Jo Tucker, MA Ed., is a Post-Traumatic
Guide, Reiki Master, and certified coach. 
 
Her own healing journey began in earnest
when she realized that her unprocessed
grief of losing her father had her life at a
standstill, swinging between debilitating
numbness and overwhelming anxiety.  
 
In the wake of that loss, she doubled
down on her own healing journey and
emerged with a passion de-stigmatize
challenges + trauma and provide women
with the tools to not only survive great
difficulty but thrive in life + business.
 
To read her latest work and find out
about her services, find her on Instagram
@jotuckercoach

http://bit.ly/chatwjo
http://www.jo-tucker.com/

